
What is Copyright? 
 

• Copyright is a form of protection provided by the laws of the United States (title 17, U.S. code) to the authors 
of "original works of authorship", including artistic works.  This protection is available to both published and 
unpublished works. 

 
• It is illegal for anyone to violate any of the rights provided by the copyright law to the owner of the copyright.  

These rights, however, are not unlimited in scope.  One major limitation is the doctrine of "fair use", which is 
given statutory basis in section 107 of the 1976 Copyright Act.  In other instances, the limitation takes the 
form of a "compulsory license" under which certain limited uses of copyrighted works are permitted upon 
payment of specified royalties and compliance with statutory conditions. 

 
• Copyright protection subsists from the time the work is created in fixed form.  In regards to photography, this 

is the instance that the photographer presses the shutter button on the camera.  In the case of works made 
for hire, the employer and not the employee is considered to be the author.  In order for work for hire to be 
considered, the parties expressly agree in a written instrument, signed by them, that the work shall be 
considered a work made for hire. 

 
Two general principles: 

 
1. Mere ownership of a photograph does not give the possessor the copyright.  The law provides that 

transfer of ownership of any material object that embodies a protected work does not of itself convey 
any rights in the copyright. 

2. Minors can claim copyright, but state laws may regulate the business dealings involving copyrights 
owned by minors.  For information on relevant state laws, consult an attorney. 

 
What is not Protected by Copyright? 
 

• Works that have not been fixed in a tangible form of expression.  For example, choreographic works that have 
not been notated or recorded, or improvisational speeches or performances that have not been written or 
recorded. 

 
• Titles, names, short phrases, and slogans.  Familiar symbols or designs.  Mere variations of typographic 

ornamentation, lettering, or coloring.  Mere listings of ingredients or contents. 
 

• Ideas, procedures, methods, systems, processes, concepts, principles, discoveries, or devices, as 
distinguished from a description, explanation, or illustration. 

 
• Works consisting entirely of information that is common property and containing no original authorship.  For 

example, standard calendars, height and weight charts, tape measures and rulers, and lists or tables taken 
from public documents or other common sources. 

 
• Registering your photographs with the Copyright Office is not required but if you find yourself in litigation over 

the use of your photographs, your case will be helped immensely by showing that the photographs are 
actually registered with the Copyright Office. 

• Copyright infringement, the unauthorized use of copyrighted work, includes photos on the Web, as well as in 
print. Even if you do not see a copyright symbol, you should suspect that it probably is protected and not 
available for public use. It is recommended that photographers use copyright watermarks or include a 
copyright symbol to protect their images that appear on the Web. 

Idea Copyright 

• An artist's work is their own. There are more than a half-million images of the Golden Gate Bridge on Flickr, 
but each is unique to a specific photographer. It is possible for someone to try to recreate a more stylized or 
studio shot that is truly an original concept, but the infringement can be challenged, and it would be up to a 
court to decide on the degree of similarity between the works. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Copyright vs. Use Rights (Usage Licenses) 
 
Copyright refers to your right to claim ownership of a particular piece of "intellectual property." It also means 
that no one else can reproduce that work, sell it, or distribute it without your permission. 
You have the ability to grant that permission, however, through "use rights." Licensing a "use right" does not 
affect your ownership of the copyright itself, unless you license away "all rights" or "work-for-hire". 
 
Some publishers are under the mistaken impression that if they don't "buy" any rights, they aren't actually 
"using" them. This, however, is not true. As an author, you need to be aware that any publication of your 
material constitutes a transfer of rights. 
 
Following are the rights most commonly offered by photographers and acquired by periodical publishers (print and 
electronic): 
 

First North American Serial Rights (FNASR). This right is commonly licensed to magazines, 
newspapers, and similar periodicals. Specifically, you are granting a publication the right to reproduce 
your material in a "serial" (e.g., a magazine or newspaper), within North American (including Canada), 
for the first time. 
 
It's equally important to know what you're not selling. You are not, for example, licensing a publisher to 
reprint your work in another format, such as an anthology. The publisher may not distribute the work 
outside North America; that would require a transfer of "international rights." Nor are you transferring 
"electronic rights" -- though many publications are now claiming the right to publish material on a 
website as "part" of FNASR. FNASR is an "exclusive" right, which means you can't transfer it more 
than once or to more than one publication. 
 
First Rights. Unlike FNASR, this term does not specify where or how material may be published, only 
that the publication has an exclusive "first use." Electronic and non-traditional markets often use this 
term. To protect your remaining rights, however, you may wish to request a more specific term, such as 
"first serial rights" (limiting use to periodical), "first international rights" (for distribution outside North 
America), or "first electronic rights." 
 
One-Time Rights. This grants a publication the non-exclusive right to use your material once (but not 
necessarily "first"). "Non-exclusive" means that you can license this right to more than one publication 
at a time. For example, you might license one-time rights to a column to several non-competing 
newspapers. "One-time" rights are often sold after you've sold FNASR. 
 
Second Rights or Reprint Rights. Once you've sold FNASR, your next sale of the same material is 
likely to be covered under "second rights" or "reprint rights." When you offer this right to a publication, 
you are clearly stating that the material has been published before and is a reprint (which usually brings 
a lower price). Often, the original publisher will ask to be credited when material is reprinted. As with 
one-time rights, you can often license "second rights" to more than one publication simultaneously. 
 
Electronic Rights. This catch-all phrase is extremely hazardous to photographers, as it makes no distinction 
between different types of electronic publication -- e.g., publication on a CD-ROM, on a website, or in 
an electronic database. Consequently, if you license "electronic rights" to one form of electronic 
publisher, you may lose the right to sell that material to another and completely different type of 
publication. 
 
It's wise, therefore, to specify the type of electronic rights you are licensing. If you're selling material to 
an e-zine, you might wish to specify that the license is for "first Internet use." If a print publication 
wishes to post your article on-line, you may wish to specify "one-time non-exclusive Internet use." 
Another option is to insert an "exclusion" clause into your contract to specify the types of electronic use 
rights that you are not transferring. Be wary of transferring away all electronic rights, or you may lose 
the right to post your work on your own website! 
As mentioned above, many publications are now attempting to claim "electronic rights" as a part of 
FNASR. When you license FNASR to a print publication, be sure to ask whether the editor believes this 
"includes" the right to reproduce your material on a website or in another electronic form. If so, have 
this use included in writing -- and note any exclusions that you feel are necessary for your protection. 
 
All Rights. This term, loathed by photographers, is often used by publishers who want to avoid the need to buy 
additional rights later. By acquiring all rights, for example, a publisher acquires electronic rights as well. 
Once you've sold "all rights" to a piece, you can never sell that piece again. All you retain is the right to 
claim authorship. You may even be precluded from selling revisions or rewrites of the same material. 
That doesn't mean that you should never sell "all rights." In some cases, the benefits of a such sale may 



outweigh the lost potential for resale, especially if there is a limited market for that particular work. If 
you do sell "all rights," however, be sure that you are being adequately compensated.  
 
Work for Hire. This controversial term is showing up with increasing frequency in magazine and other 
publishing contracts. Originally, it referred to work produced within the scope of a person's employment 
(e.g., if you worked for a publication, the articles you wrote in the course of your job were considered 
"work for hire," belonging to the publication rather than to you). Lately, however, some publications are 
attempting to claim that if a piece is "assigned," that constitutes a "work for hire" agreement (even if the 
original idea was yours). 
 
When you sign a "work-for-hire" agreement, you lose all rights to your work, including your copyright. 
If a publication chooses to run that work without your byline (or under another byline), it has the right to 
do so. The publication also has the right to edit, alter, reprint, or resell your material. Most alarmingly, 
you may even be liable for copyright infringement if you write another article that closely resembles the 
"work-for-hire" piece. 
 
When faced with a work-for-hire clause, your first act should be to attempt to renegotiate the contract 
(even if the best you can get is an all-rights clause). If that fails, you must consider very carefully 
whether you wish to renounce all claim to that piece of work, and whether the benefits are worth the 
cost. 

 
 
Model Releases 
 
Question: When Do I Need A Model Release 
 
Answer: The short answer for when do I need a model release is that you need a model release anytime you publish 
a photograph that includes a recognizable person. This includes family members. Relationship to subject does not 
exempt you from the need for a model release. 
 
Laws vary from country to country but in general you will always need a model release. Even when the law says you 
don't need a release it is best to get a release anyway in case of lawsuit. Even newspapers are beginning to get photo 
releases from subjects for feature pieces that are not part of breaking news. 
 
Courts are very inconsistent with their rulings on model releases so it is better to be safe than sorry. 

Examples of Situations Where You Need a Model Release 

• Entering a contest 
• Sending photos of your grandkids to a favorite magazine 
• Posting photos of friends on Facebook, Flikr, or other sharing sites 

Examples of Situations Where You Might Not Need a Release 

• The person's face is hidden in shadow 
• The photo is part of a news story (bystanders at a fire for example) published in a newspaper 
• The photo was taken at a public event such as a parade and the photo depicts that event (not just a close up of the 

person) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Bottom Line 

Two things photographers should always do when photographing models: 

1. Have a Model Release signed. 
2. Provide the model with a Usage License upon delivery of the photographs. 

Personally, I will not edit photos of any individual taken during a TF session unless I have a model release signed by 
that particular individual.  If I can't use the photographs for my own business purposes, which includes possibly selling 
or submitting to contests, magazines, or websites, then I should have been paid by the model to provide them with 
images. 

Things models should always do when being photographed: 

1. Sign a model release. 
a. The photographer could be your best avenue for getting published in magazines and that's ultimately 

what you want. 
2. Don't assume! 

a. Let the photographer know your concerns in regards to what you would like and how you would like to 
use the photographs.  That will help tremendously when they draft up a Usage License. 

3. Abide by the Usage License and respect the Copyright. 
a. Nothing will stop a photographer from ever working with you again faster than for them to happen 

upon one of their photographs on a website, in an ad, or in a magazine when they did not give 
approval for it. 

4. Talk to the photographer. 
a. If you're not authorized to print the images and you would like prints, call the photographer and ask 

for them.  Believe it or not, photographers are usually pretty easy to work with and will normally print 
or have the images printed for you. 

b. Don't like the way a photograph was edited of you?  Don't post comments about them or the 
photographer on some obscure website.  If it's on the internet, it can be found.  Contact the 
photographer and address your concerns.  Most will be more than happy to re-edit, including cropping 
or coloring. 

We have differing levels of expertise and experience, both on the photographer's side as well as the model's.  We are 
working to create an environment where everyone can learn and grow.  As each individual grows, there will be 
growing pains.  If you have an issue with a model or photographer, the best thing to do is contact that particular 
individual and address your concerns.  Talking about someone only damages both your reputations.  If an agreeable 
position can't be reached, by all means, contact the group's leadership team. 
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